**Non-Fiction Titles Being Published in April 2024**

**Balance of Power: Central Banks and the Fate of Democracies** by Éric Monnet

**Conscious Style Guide: A Flexible Approach to Language That Includes, Respects, and Empowers** by Karen Yin

**Dogland: Passion, Glory, and Lots of Slobber at the Westminster Dog Show** by Tommy Tomlinson

**Everything War: Amazon’s Ruthless Quest to Own the World and Remake Corporate Power** by Dana Mattioli

**Life After Doom: Wisdom and Courage for a World Falling Apart** by Brian D. McLaren

**Road to Freedom: Economics and the Good Society** by Joseph E. Stiglitz

**Shake It Up, Baby!: The Rise of Beatlemania and the Mayhem of 1963** by Ken McNab

**Truth in True Crime: What Investigating Death Teaches Us about the Meaning of Life** by J. Warner Wallace

**White Bonus: Five Families and the Cash Value of Racism in America** by Tracie McMillan

**Historical Titles Being Published in April 2024**

**Damascus Events: The 1860 Massacre and the Making of the Modern Middle East** by Eugene Rogan

**Empireworld: How British Imperialism Shaped the Globe** by Sathnam Sanghera

**Fallen: George Mallory and the Tragic 1924 Everest Expedition** by Mick Conefrey

**Gentleman from Japan: The Untold Story of an Incredible Journey from Asia to Queen Elizabeth’s Court** by Thomas Lockley

**Hamilton Scheme: An Epic Tale of Money and Power in the American Founding** by William Hogeland

**Hell, No, We Didn’t Go!: Firsthand Accounts of Vietnam War Protest and Resistance** by Eli Greenbaum

**I Will Show You How It Was: The Story of Wartime Kyiv** by Illia Ponomarenko

**Liberation Line: The Untold Story of How American Engineering and Ingenuity Won World War II** by Christian Wolmar

**Massacre in the Clouds: An American Atrocity and the Erasure of History** by Kim A. Wagner

**Out in the World: An LGBTQIA+ (and Friends!) Travel Guide to More Than 100 Destinations Around the World** by Amy B. Scher

**Struggle for Taiwan: A History of America, China, and the Island Caught Between** by Sulmaan Wasif Khan

**Voices from Gettysburg: Letters, Papers, and Memoirs from the Greatest Battle of the Civil War** by Allen C. Guelzo

---
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HEALTH & WELLNESS TITLES COMING IN APRIL 2024

Ageless Aging: A Woman's Guide to Increasing Healthspan, Brainspan, and Lifespan by Maddy Dychtwald
Big Book of Pregnancy Nutrition: Everything Expectant Moms Need to Know for a Happy, Healthy Nine Months and Beyond by Stephanie Middleberg
But What Will People Say?: Navigating Mental Health, Identity, Love, and Family Between Cultures by Sahaj Kaur Kohli
Diabetes Cookbook for Dummies by Simon Poole
Finding God's Will for Your Life: Discovering the Plans God Has for You by Joyce Meyer
Food or Fiction?: The Truth about the Ultraprocessed Foods Making America Sick by David A. Kessler
Full-Body Fat Fix: The Science-Based 7-Day Plan to Cool Inflammation, Heal Your Gut, and Build a Healthier, Leaner You! by Stephen Perrine
Good Energy: The Surprising Connection Between Metabolism and Limitless Health by Casey Means
How to Baby: A No-Advice-Given Guide to Motherhood, with Drawings by Liana Finck
It's Not Hysteria: Everything You Need to Know about Your Reproductive Health (But Were Never Told) by Karen Tang
New Menopause: Navigating Your Path Through Hormonal Change with Purpose, Power, and Facts by Mary Claire Haver
Trippy: The Peril and Promise of Medicinal Psychedelics by Ernesto Londoño
Unexpected: Navigating Pregnancy During and After Complications by Emily Oster
When You Care: The Unexpected Magic of Caring for Others by Elissa Strauss

BIOGRAPHIES BEING PUBLISHED IN APRIL 2024

Chaim Weizmann: A Biography by Jehuda Reinharz
Complications: On Going Insane in America by Emmett Rensin
Great Abolitionist: Charles Sumner and the Fight for a More Perfect Union by Stephen Puleo
Moment: Thoughts on the Race Reckoning That Wasn't and How We All Can Move Forward Now by Bakari Sellers
Rebel Girl: My Life as a Feminist Punk by Kathleen Hanna
Rulebreaker: The Life and Times of Barbara Walters by Susan Page
Shakespeare: The Man Who Pays the Rent by Judi Densch
Water on Fire: A Memoir of War by Tarek El-Ariss
Whole Staggering Mystery: A Story of Fathers Lost and Found by Sylvia Brownrigg